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Abbiati: Vegas bound with next Exciting
generation products
G2E awaits
DRGT
Abbiati is heading to G2E with a brand new line of high-quality tables as well a wealth of new chip
and plaque design innovations.
talian manufacturer Abbiati Casino
Equipment is to showcase a host of new
products at G2E 2015 - including its very
latest chip: the il Gettone.
Making its US debut at the show will be
Abbiati’s new line of innovative security
technologies, which includes a collection of
new patterns, designs and materials for the
plaques as well as the new line of patented
Tie chips featuring multiple injections, seethru inserts and a combination of intricate
and innovative rim and edge inserts.
All new products are available with security features such as 13.56 MHz RFID, eightcolour UV pigments, 3-in-1 UV security
feature, laser tracer technology, optical variable ink and high security holograms.
Also at G2E this year, Abbiati will unveil
another new product, the il Gettone, a chip
that marries the portability, durability and
versatility with the technological sophistication found in higher face value casino
plaques.
The raw materials used, the various technologies involved - and over 30 years’ experi-
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ence in manufacturing security casino currency - has allowed Abbiati to introduce to
the market a very high security product
against counterfeit.
Abbiati will also launch a new line of
tables, dedicated primarily to main rooms
and the mass market. The new line is consis-

tent with the group’s famous design, style
and high quality materials.
“G2E is one of the key shows in the gaming industry and it’s essential for our company to be present in this show,” said Giorgio
Abbiati, CEO of Abbiati Casino Equipment.
“It’s a perfect place to demonstrate to the
visitors our latest developments and new
innovative products.”
Among its other products, Abbiati will
present its GLI-25 certified American
Roulette Laser Wheels, which incorporate
an upgraded patented invisible laser technology. As the exclusive worldwide distributor of Modiano, Abbiati will also present a
complete range of 100 per cent plastic and
paper plastic coated playing cards.
Giovanni Abbiati, founder and president
of the company, said: “G2E Las Vegas show
is a great platform to demonstrate how our
products have continued to improve during
the years, using new innovative materials,
designs and applied technologies.”
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isitors will have the opportunity to meet with DRGT’s
global team at this year’s G2E
in Las Vegas and discuss the latest
innovations from the Belgian systems leader.
DRGT’s serverless technology
can link all slots in an operator’s
estate. Each customer has their
own special systems requirements,
and DRGT tailors its solutions to an
exact fit.
Furthermore, Knokke-based
DRGT is playing an important role in
opening up a new world of marketing opportunities through its systems technology, as operators can
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BMM Testlabs ready
for a home run

DRGT CEO, Jurgen De Munck, and
sales director, Joost van Egeraat

calculation times and provide users with a
simple and easy interface.
BMM also operates the BMM Academy,
providing regulatory training and seminars
around the world. Over the last twelve
months, BMM has delivered presentations
in South America, North America and
Europe both in-person and online. BMM
also partners with a number of educational
institutes in Canada and Macau to provide
curriculum for gaming, QA and testingbased courses.

communicate directly with their
customers directly through their
gaming terminals.
Operators can invite their players
to the bar for a drink, offer them a
voucher to eat at their restaurant
and even congratulate them on their
birthday.
“Today DRGT is a truly global systems company and can support
globally active operators just as
well as local ones,” said DRGT CEO,
Jurgen De Munck. “The beauty of
our systems is that they can be used
for all sizes of operations - from
small right up to very large operators.
“We tailor our systems to cover
the needs for each customer. Our
modular technology allows our customers to build their systems when
required - being able to add components such as cashless, bonusing,
jackpotting and player tracking
once these are necessary.”
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After a year of unprecedented growth, BMM Testlabs is ready to
welcome G2E delegates to its hometown of Las Vegas, with experts
from many of its global offices.
MM Testlabs (BMM) is set to showcase its full range of services and software tools at this year’s G2E show.
Founded in Australia and now headquartered in Las Vegas, BMM has achieved significant operational milestones over the past
12 months, with the company expanding its
test lab capacity in Canada, the US, Austria
and Italy.
Martin Storm, president and CEO of
BMM, said: “Growth is being driven by
global customers who want better returns
on their testing investments. They need their
products tested better and faster than ever
before without an overall reduction in testing quality. This is new value that BMM generates in the market on a continuous
improvement basis and it has changed the
game in product testing.”
Commenting on the news that the US
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states Delaware, Kansas, Indiana and Massachusetts recently started to recognise
BMM reports, Storm said: “We are very
pleased to see US regulators come together
to embrace the importance of competition
between test labs and the benefits of a multilab environment.”
BMM offers exclusive software tools
such as Toolbox, BOAT and Signatures.
Toolbox, BMM’s internal project management tool set, has been upgraded to provide
greater detail on BMM performance and
also to provide details on product quality.
This greater detail can assist clients to identify problem areas, resulting in improved
compliance and a reduction in resubmissions. BOAT, BMM’s online approval portal,
has been improved to allow greater control
over product approval status to the regulator. BMM Signatures is designed to increase
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